Preliminaries Consider a (k+1)-group (G,g) (for the notion of a (k+1)-
-group, which is also oalled a polyadio group, of* e.g. [ 
g. [3], [4]). The resulting (n+1)-groupoid (G,f) is said to be <tf»c>-derived from the (k+1)-group (G,g). It will be denoted by (G,f) -der®j0(G,g). In general (G,f) is neither an (n+1)-semigroup nor'an (n+1)-quasigroup. In the oase k » 1 Timm [11] gave conditions under whioh the resulting (n+1J-groupoid is an (n+1)-group, an (n+1)-semigroup or an (n+1)-quasigroup. In the present paper we investigate the question when (G,f) is an (n+1)-group for arbitrary k.
Note that the binary case (i.e., k » 1) is distinguished in polyadio group theory (e.g. a group is an algebra with constant, whereas (n+1)-groups for n>2 need not have constants). For this reason Timm's results do not allow direot extensions to the oaae k>l, and hia conditions have no natural generalisation. They may be generalized in different ways. This paper is a continuation of [4] , [5] , [9] . The terminology and notation used here are the same as those of [5] (also olose to [ 
Various types of systems over (k+1)-groups
The purpose of this seotion is to formulate certain conditions, which we impose on systems under consideration. Some of these conditions were considered in [4]» [5] , the others are new.
In the definitions we shall use mappings S^ with index i>n (though we always consider systems <<S^jo^>) using the convention <5fl+;j = <L<Jn for j > 0.
Consider a (k+1)-group (G,g) and a system <6°;c!f> over (G,g). When the system<6ja> satisfies a certain condition, say C, we aall it a C-system over (G,g) (of. C9]).
Definition

1.
A system <<5";o*> is said to be a G-system if the (n+1 )-groupoid dw®.0(G,g) is an(n+1)-group. As was mentioned above, some of these conditions have been considered by various authors (especially for k = 1). We begin therefore with the binary case. For k = 1 the condition H turns out to be the well-known condition introduced in [10] and considered later by many authors (cf. e.g. [6] , [113, CID• [43) . It is not difficult to prove Proposition 1. Let <6^jc> be a system over a group (G,*). Then the following conditions are equivalents 1° <5^jc>is a U-systemj 2° < 5°jo> is an A-systemj 3° < <$^jo)> is an H-system.
For k = 1 the condition T takes considerably simpler form. Hamely, a system <8^jo> is a T-system over (Gt>) if for any i -1,...,n we have ¿^(e) = e, where e is the neutral element of (G,*). This condition played an essential role in [11] . For arbitrary k the condition H has been formulated in [4] * The condition A was introduced and investigated in [9] . The conditions U and S^ ^ are new.
Aocording to Proposition 1, for k » 1 the conditions U, A, are equivalent. However, for k>1 any two from among U, A, H, Si j are inequivalent. It will be proved in further sections that H > A> U > Sj * " G (the symbol C>C' means that C is easen-»» i. tially stronger than C ).
S^ j-systems
We now give the sufficient and necessary conditions for to be a G-system. Consider, as usual, a (k+1)-group (G,g) and a system <8°jo|f> over (G,g). Let (G,f) -der|J£(G,g).
Lemma
1.
(G,f) is an (n+1 )-quasigroup if and only if for ever? i • 1,...,n the mapping 6« is bijective. n lr Lemma 2.
A system <6"|01 > satisfies (2) if and only if the operation f is (1,i+1)-associative* Using Lemmas 1, 2, and also Proposition 1 of [3] we get Theorem 1. Given a (k+1)-group (G,g), let <6"jc*> be a system over (G,g). Then the following conditions are equivalenti 1° < <5®|c*> is a G-system; 2° < <5®jo*>is an S^-systemi 3° < > is an S^ ^-system and it is an Sj^ ^-system for some ie {2,... ,n-l} and some t>ij 4° < is an Sn-1 ^-system and it is an S^^-systemj 5° < <H^|o![> is an j-system for all i « 1,...,n and all j ** 1 , • * • ,n. The oondition 2° of Definition 2 aan be slightly weakened* Namely, from Theorem 1 in view of Proposition 1 of [3] we have Corollary 1. If <6l^|0*> satisfies (2) and 6fl is surjeotive, then<6jc> is an S., "-system* i ,n Note that an S^ j-system need not be a G-system* Consider the following example. Let G be the set of integers and let k>i. Define a (k+1)-group operation g by the formula J. .4 g(x1 ) « z1+...+x]c+1 and mappings in the following wayt ftk(x) • x for t -1,...,s and ^(x) -0 for i 4 tk. Let be arbitrary elements of G* As is easy to cheek, <i°|olf> is an Stki^-system, while for i 4 tk or j 4 uk<5*jo![> is not S^j-system. So by Theorem 1 <<5»c> is not a G-system* Lemma Let<6^jc*> satisfy (4) and also (6) for i = 1,...,n-k. Then (12) <J n (g(x,o*)) = g(S n (x),c*). Theorem 2. Let <6°;c*> be a system over a (k+l)-group (G,g). If <5;o> ie a U-system, then it is a G-system.
Proof. Taking into account Lemmas 3, 4» 5 we have
which shows that (2) holds for i = 1. On the other hand, S a is by assumption surjeotive; so by Corollary 1 < 6 »s.> is an S^ --system. According to Theorem 1<il£>is therefore a G-system, whioh completes the proof of Theorem 2. The converse of Theorem 2 is false for every k (in particular for k * 1). We shall show that the examples of G-systems which are not U-systems oan be given for vast classes of (k+1)-groups. Proposition 2« Given a (k+1)-group (G,g), k k let <c*> be a central polyad in (G,g) and let ¿^(x) « = g(x,a.,)
(i • 1,...,n) for a oertain k-ad <a*>. Then is 1° a G-aystem iff for all x.|.. »x^ e G we have (13) < a!f f x![>~<x*,a!f> ;
2° a U-system iff <a![> is an identity k-ad in (G,g). It is evident that <y!f> is an arbitrary k-ad (since the elek ments ^,...,xn+1e G are arbitrary), and ao the k-ad <a^> satisfies (13). Consequently <5 jc> satisfies the conditions 1°, 2°, 5° of Definition 4. The conditions 3° end 4° of Definik k tion 4 are satisfied by<djo> if and only if <a;f>~<a.,>, i.e., k " " ^ <a^"> is an identity k-ad in (G,g). This oompletes the proof of Proposition 2.
From Proposition 2 one can infer that in the definition of a U-system the conditions 3°, 4° do not depend on the conditions 1°, 2°, 5°.
Reoall that k-ads in a (k+1)-group (G,g) (to be exact: equivalence classes of polyads} may be treated as elements of the associated group (G0,*) (of* [10] , [8] ). For this reason we may interpret Proposition 2 in terms of (GQ,*). Henoe Corollary
2.
If the center of the associated group of a (k+1)-group (G,g) is non-trivial, then there exists a G-system over (G,g) whioh is not a U-systam.
As is known (cf. [8J), any group is isomorphic to the associated group of a (k+1)-group; so this leads to the following Corollary 3.
The condition U is essentially stronger than the condition G.
Now we pass to relations between the conditions U and A* Proposition 3.
The condition A is stronger than the condition U, n If Proof.
Let be an A-system over a (k+1)-group (G,g). The mappings are automorphisms of (G,g) and = = (<S1) i , thus<£jc> satisfies the conditions 4°, 5° and (in view of 4°) also the condition 1° of Definition 4. Note that gfSjJxhc.,) -g(6k(x) ,8jc(c1),... ,Sk(ck)) « <$k(g(x,c*)) and an+1(g(x,o!f)) = 61(g(5n(x),cf)) = 61(g(o^,x)) -gtof.fi^x)), which completes the proof of Proposition 3* However, we shall see below that the oonverse of this proposition is not true (but only for k>l{ for k -1 the conditions U, A, H are equivalent). As in the case of conditions G and U we show this faot for a class of groups. Proposition 4. Let k>1. Given a (k+1)-group (G,g), let k-ads < > = < a1 j^,... ,ak (i «= 1.. ,k-1) and k ' ' a k-ad <o1>be central polyads in (G,g). Define mappings ¿¿sG--G in the following way« SjJx) • gix,^) (i=1,...,k-1), Mx) •= x and = i-j for j • 1,...,n-k. Then the system <i|C> is a U-system over (G,g). Moreover, <8 ;o> is 1° an A-system iff <pi > » < p1 > (i • 1,... ,k-1) and < p.j> is an identity k-ad in (G,g); 2° an H-system iff <PA> is an identity k-ad in (G,g) for every ie{l,...,k-l}. A-system over (G,g) it is sufficient to have a central k-ad  in (G,g) which is not an identity k-ad. Similarly, a central non-identity k-ad of order dividing k allows us to oonstruot an A»system which is not an H-system. So we have Corollary 4» For k>1 the condition H is essentially stronger than the oondition A which in turn is essentially stronger than the oondition U.
Therefore in order to find a U-system whioh is not an
A generalization of a theorem of Timm
The condition U is essentially stronger than G. A natural question arises what should be added to the oondition G in order to obtain the condition U. In a different oontext, this problem for k • 1 was investigated by Timn [11] . In our notation, the theorem proved by Timm reads as follows.
Let <<5°{o> be a T-system over a group (G,*). Then<6;o> is a G-system if and only if it is a U-system.
Taking into aocount that for It « 1 any U-system (so any H-system) is a T-system we may reformulate this theorem in the following way. Corollary 5 (Timm). Let <S®jo> be a system over a group (Q,•)• Then <5.jo> is a U-system if and only if it is TG-system. Ve are going to show that this theorem remains true for any k>1. In other words, it is the condition T which should be added to G in order to obtain U. 
Proof.
Let <a1,61(a2)t...tijE_1(ak)> be an identity k-ad in (G,g). Using (3) and (6) ^ (a 2 ) ,... ,6j c _ 1 (a k ) ,5 k (x)) « = a(fi i (a 1 ),6 i+1 (a 2 ) t ...,S l+k _ 1 (a k ),6 i+k (x)} = 5 i (5 k (x)) t which proves (in view of the inactivity of 6^) that <a.,,<S.,(a 2 ),...,<$ k>>1 (a k )> is an identity k-ad in (G,g). Theorem 3* Let be a syBtem over a (k+1)-group (G,g). Then<6jo> is a U-system if and only if it is a TG-system.
Proof. Let<S®jo*> be a U-systeo over (G,g). According to Theorem 2 <Sjo> is a G-system and all mappings are bijeotive. In view of Lemma 6 (taking into account the conditions 1°, 4° of Definition 4) we see that<Sjc> is also a T-system.
Conversely, let<Sja> be a TG-system over (G,g). Thus the condition 5° of Definition 4 is satisfied. The (n+1)-groupoid (G,f) » der| }0 (G,g) is an (n+1)-group, henoe the operation f is associative". In particular, f is (1 ,k+1)-associative. Thus
Fix elements a 1t ...,a k eG such that <a 1 ,6., (a 2 ).. 1 5 k _ 1 (a k ) > is an identity k-ad in (G,g) and put in (17) i,,.., « a,,
* Using the condition T we get (4), i.e., the condition 2° of Definition 4 is satisfied.
Prom the (i+1,i+k+1)-associativity of the operation f it follows that the equality From (19)» in view of (4) and the inactivity of â ± we get (6), i.e., the condition 4° of Definition 4 is satisfied. The (1,2)-associativity of f implies the following eq uality (20) 8(s+1) {5 Hence, in view of (4), (6) and Lemma 5 we get (5), i.e., the condition 3° of Definition 4 is also satisfied. From the (i,i+1)-associativity of f for i « 2,...,n we get the following equivalenoe of polyads (22) <fi l . 1 (8( B+1 ji^.^tx^ ),...,6 n (x fl+i ),c!f}),6 i {x n+i+1 )>-<6 i _ 1 (x i ),5 i (g (e+1) ( Xi+1 ,5 1 { Xi+2 ),...,6 n ( Xn+i+1 ),o!f))>.
Putting in (22) Xi -x, x n+i+1 « y, x jk+l+1 -a,
x.j k+i+k = -a k for j » 0,...,s~1 and using the condition T we have (23) <5 i " 1 (g(x,o!f)),6 i (y)>~<5 i . 1 (x),5 i (6(6 il (7),o^)) > .
Taking into accout (21) and (22) for j = 1,...,n we get If in this formula we now put X-jj^ « a v»» x ;jk+k+l " a k for J « 1,...,8-1, then using the condition T we get (3) for i « 1,...,n. So the condition 1° of Definition 4 is also satisfied, from which we conclude that <<S°jc!f> is a U-syetem over (G,g).
